
Balloon Calibration Collaboration                                                       11Jul11 Telecon

Yorke Brown, Justin Albert, Max Fagin

1.  Current News.  

• No news from Stubbs. [At the microwave telecon the following day Peter reported that Keith
Lykke had told him that he had not received the proposal, but that it would not matter until
November because the could not fund it until next FY.]

**Action YJB:   Pester Stubbs.
**Action CWS:  Revise  narrative.
**Action CWS:  Assemble package and submit.

• Justin has returned from CERN.  He refuses to divulge the status of the Higgs boson.
**Action JAE: Find the Higgs boson.

• As planned, we’re still in procrastinate mode on the CalCon paper.
**Action YJB, JEA: Decide how to write and deliver the CalCon paper.

• Justin reports that the LDs shipped and are expected today. [That happened.]

2.  Working Schedule.

• Not much progress here.  
**Action YJB: Prepare summer plan.

3.  ICD 

• No new progress here.
**Action YJB: Prepare ICD and configuration management system.

4.  Current Development Issues. 

• Justin reports that he had an exciting time with his first attempt to launch a tethered balloon. 
The neck tore out—possibly because of an inappropriate flight string knot.  Max and Justin
discussed the appropriate knot. [Yorke wonders if a sheet bend might be better than a figure-
eight through an overhand in the balloon neck.]

• Yorke has continued working on the PCB layout of the flight control system, but with
uncertainty in the laser configuration, the underlying design is in flux again.  He’s looking
forward to the definitive information on the laser units.

**Action YJB: Develop flight control suite.
**Action JAE: Have LD info sent to Yorke as soon as practical after the shipment arrives

• Max is continuing with his thermal analysis of the gondola using FLUENT.  He anxiously
awaits definitive specs on the LDs.  He has shared his design drawings with Justin.  Max also
says that he will be able to test the system in the Thayer School’s vacuum chamber.

**Action MHF: When appropriate, release baseline drawings of LD mount subsystem and
interface requirements. —Complete.

• Max is studying the cutdown problem and has found that the community is split 50-50 on
thermal versus mechanical.  He’ll continue this effort and make a decision about the best
approach for us.



• Yorke reports continued frustration with Aerostar, but Max indicates that he believes there’s a
spare (slightly used) latex balloon in the Greencube inventory.  He’ll look into that and also
find out where Greencube gets parachutes.

**Action YJB: Order balloons—plastic and latex.
**Action MHF: Check on availability of spare GC balloon.
**Action MHF: Check on GC parachute vendor.

5.  Other Business.
None.

6.  Further meetings.  Next meeting is by Skype at noon EDT, Friday 22 July.

**Action YJB:  Coordinate next meeting.


